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End of year retrospective performed with one of the teams i work with. Used the Christmas Carol format focusing on the past, present and future. The inspiration was taken from David E Manske’s blog with a few changes. This is how the board looked at the start of the session. Here is how i facilitated the session. Prepare the board as above. I downloaded a free Christmas font to make the three headings “Christmas Past”, “Christmas Present” and “Christmas Future”. I introduced the format to the team and gave them 10 minutes to write down their thoughts in each area. Christmas Past – What did the team regret they did or didn’t do this year? What could they have changed? For Christmas, the Fairy Scrum Master is granting you 1 wish. Just One. Imagine; The Fairy Scrum Master is able to make the single, most painful problem in your team vanish & with no side effects. What is the 1 thing you would fix for your team? The purpose of this retrospective is to use the ‘just one thing’ retrospective format. I usually run this type of retro when a team has many challenges ahead of them, and morale of the team is in danger if the flood gates are opened too far, too quickly. We then returned to our own personal wish, and looked at the ideas we had been given by our peers. We cycled through the list of wishes and their associated solution-offerings, getting clarity from the contributor if necessary. This was particularly useful for us. In a reversal of themes for Christmas fodder it’s not promoting family togetherness instead of materialism. Instead it’s Shirley’s drive for a traditional family Christmas that causes conflict with friendship eventually becoming more important to the characters that the usual ‘TV family’. This ties into the other plot that takes up the rest of the episode. At the beginning of the episode Jeff intervenes in an argument between Abed and the new school bully Mike (played awesomely by Anthony Michael Hall). Initially Jeff tries his usual dismissal of the jock but Mike’s persistence leads to Jeff a